Purpose: This study is to compare the accuracy of four different black-blood T 2 mapping sequences in carotid vessel wall.
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attack (TIA), leading to a large number of disabilities and deaths. 1, 2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging could be used as a useful non-invasive tool to assess carotid plaque vulnerabilities, with high resolution, excellent soft tissue contrast and ability for multi-plane reconstruction. Previous work has shown that multi-contrast MRI can characterize high risk plaque components. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Besides the traditional "weighted" images, there are several studies which have performed quantitative measurements of the vessel wall and major plaque components' relaxation times both in vivo and ex vivo
Introduction
Carotid atherosclerosis is a diffuse, degenerative disease of the carotid arteries, which can cause acute thromboembolic vascular events including stroke and transient ischaemic J. Yuan et al. Quantitative T 2 mapping has the potential to assist plaque component segmentation and plaque type classification. 9 For instance, Chai et al. 13 used a T 2 mapping sequence for plaque lipid segmentation and showed that the lipid area determined from T 2 maps has an excellent correlation (R = 0.85 based on individual slices and R = 0.83 based on plaque average) with the area measured from histology as a gold standard. Using the T 2 map segmentation, they also found that despite similar degree of stenosis and only modest difference in carotid plaque volume, the lipid area was significantly higher in symptomatic compared with asymptomatic plaques. 13 Several pulse sequences could be used to quantify the T 2 values within the plaque, including the 2D multi-echo spin echo (MESE), 12, 15 2D multi-echo fast-spin-echo (MEFSE), 3D fastspin-echo (FSE) 16 and 3D fast spoiled gradient echo (FSPGR).
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Different black-blood techniques could be used in combination with the acquisition: double inversion-recovery (DIR), 9 motionsensitized driven-equilibrium (MSDE) 16, 17 and delay alternating with nutation for tailored excitation (DANTE). 18 The in vivo quantitative T 2 measurement could be influenced by many factors, including B 0 and B 1 field inhomogeneity, stimulated echoes, T 1 effects, choice of fitting methods 19 and black-blood pulses. Some of these factors have been discussed in the previous studies. 9, [19] [20] [21] With the emergence of T 2 mapping sequences for vessel wall imaging, the choice of the sequence is another factor that could influence T 2 measurement accuracy. However, there is a sparsity of comparative studies comparing in vivo T 2 mapping sequences.
The purpose of this work is to compare four different black-blood prepared quantitative T 2 sequences. Phantom experiments were performed comparing each respective method to the gold-standard sequence. In vivo volunteer experiments were then performed to enable comparison of vessel wall relaxivity values, repeatability and image quality.
Materials and Methods

Sequences
Four black-blood T 2 mapping sequences were developed and tested, including 1) DIR prepared 2D MESE; 2) DIR prepared 2D MEFSE; 3) improved motion-sensitized drivenequilibrium (iMSDE) prepared 3D FSE with variable flip angle; and 4) iMSDE prepared 3D FSPGR.
In the 3D FSE/FSPGR sequences, different echo times were achieved by varying the radio-frequency (RF) and gradient pulse intervals in the iMSDE preparation, while keeping the readout the same for different echoes. To achieve adequate blood suppression, the first moment of iMSDE preparation of the first echo in 3D FSE and FSPGR was 838.0 and 6666.7 mTms 2 /m, respectively. The applied first moments were a result of empirical observations to achieve appropriate blood suppression for each sequence. The 3D FSE flip angle train was designed according to the vessel wall MR properties, T 1 = 1000 ms, T 2 = 50 ms, from the literature. 10 A segmented multi-shot radial fan-beam trajectory was used for 3D acquisitions. 22 The FSE-based 2D and 3D sequences acquired the different echoes using an interleaved acquisition order, while the 3D FSPGR sequence acquired the echoes sequentially. In the FSPGR sequence, 200 dummy pulses were used at the beginning of the sequence to allow the magnetization to achieve a steady state, and 50 dummy pulses were used after the acquisition to allow the magnetization recovery to reach an equilibrium state. 11 A delay time of 400 ms was used at the end of each segment for higher signal-tonoise (SNR). 23, 24 The time duration for each segment was about 1200 ms. Fat saturation in the 3D FSE sequence was achieved by using an Adiabatic SPectral Inversion Recovery (ASPIR) pulse, the other three sequences used a standard chemical shift selective saturation pulse. Other imaging parameters are listed in Table 1 .
Bloch simulations were performed to evaluate the vessel wall signal evolutions for the four sequences, using T 1 = 1000 ms and T 2 = 50 ms.
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Phantom and subjects
The four sequences were tested using the Eurospin test object gel phantoms (TO5; Diagnostic Sonar, Livingston, Scotland) with known T 2 values ranging from 52 to 136 ms at 19ºC. A 2D MESE sequence without blood suppression was used as the gold standard.
A total of 17 healthy volunteers (11 men, mean age 33, range: 23-44 years) were recruited into this study. The volunteer experiments were conducted under a research ethics agreement and all volunteers gave informed written consent. For the 2D sequences, a single axial slice 3 mm below the carotid bifurcation was chosen. For the 3D sequences, an axial slab was centered at the bifurcation. The slice thickness for all four sequences was set to 1.4 mm. To assess the repeatability, eight volunteers were scanned for the second time. The average interval between the two scans was 43 days (range 28-69 days). All the phantom and volunteer scans were performed on a 3T system (Discovery MR750 3.0T; GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA), using a 4-channel phasedarray neck coil (PACC; MachNet, Roden, The Netherlands).
Image analysis and T 2 quantification
Contours of the carotid vessel wall and lumen at matched slices in the four sequences were manually drawn by a single observer who has more than 3 years of carotid imaging experience using a Digital Imaging and COmmunications in Medicine (DICOM) viewer (OsiriX 5.5.2; Pixmeo, Geneva, Switzerland). A region of noise was also drawn in an artifactfree background by the same observer. The mean value was used as the noise level.
T 2 fitting was performed by considering the noise floor in the power images using the algorithm described by Miller et al., 25 which has previously been demonstrated to yield accurate T 2 values: 16 
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where I s (TE) and I n (TE) are the signal and background noise intensity, and I c (TE) is the corrected signal intensity at each echo. The T 2 map was then generated on a voxelwise basis by fitting the following equation to the images with different TEs using the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares algorithm:
where I 0 2 is the estimated power signal at TE = 0. In the 2D MESE/MEFSE sequences, the first echo images were discarded due to imperfections of the 180° refocusing pulses. 9 In the 3D FSPGR sequence, sequentially acquired images were first co-registered to the first echo before performing the fitting, using a standard intensitybased registration function (imregister from Matlab's Image Processing Toolbox; MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
The mean and standard deviation of the measured T 2 values, SNR, SNR efficiency from the first analysed echo, and the coefficient of variance (CoV) in the carotid vessel wall from all four sequences were compared. The SNR was defined as the mean wall signal divided by the standard deviation of the background noise, and considered the fourchannel coil correction 26, 27 SNR mean wallsignal standard deviation of noise = × 0 659 .
The SNR efficiency was defined as:
SNR SNR acquisition time per echo efficiency =
The CoV was defined as following within each of the vessels:
CoV standard deviation of wallsignal mean wallsignal =
Statistical analysis
For the phantom scans, the concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) and Bland-Altman summary statistics were used to compare the four sequences against the goldstandard method. For the volunteer scans, one-way analysises of variance (ANOVAs) were used to evaluate if there were gross differences between the four sequences. Paired two-tailed Student's t-tests were used to compare the results for parametric distributions and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test were used for non-parametric distributions. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to evaluate the agreement between the two repeated scans. Statistical significance was defined as a P-value < 0.05. The statistical analysis was performed using software R version 3.2.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
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Results
In the phantom scans, the correlations for 2D MESE, 2D MEFSE, 3D FSE and FSPGR were all very high: r = 0.999, 0.999, 0.995 and 0.985, respectively, compared with the gold-standard sequence (MESE without blood suppression).
The results of the Bland-Altman analysis for the four sequences compared to the reference sequence was shown in Table 2 . The four sequences did not have significant bias in the phantom scans. All the volunteers completed the MRI scans. The images from the four sequences have no apparent motion artifact. In total 34 carotid arteries were analyzed. Example images from a volunteer and the resultant T 2 maps derived using the four black-blood sequences are shown in Fig.1 . The mean T 2 , SNR, SNR efficiency , CoV and their differences of the volunteer vessel walls are summarized in Table 3 . One-way ANOVA demonstrates that there were significant differences between the four T 2 mapping sequences (all P-values < 0.01). In the detailed pair-wise analysis, the 2D MEFSE yielded significantly higher T 2 values than the other three sequences (52.9 ± 8.6 ms, P < 0.05), while T 2 measurements from 2D MESE and 3D FSE/FSPGR showed no significant difference (43.5 ± 8.2, 36.0 ± 6.5 and 41.1 ± 9.3 ms, respectively, P > 0.05). The highest SNR was found in the 3D FSE sequence (25.0 ± 8.8, P < 0.05), while the 2D MEFSE had the lowest SNR (10.8 ± 3.9). The 3D FSE also had the highest SNR efficiency (14.6 ± 5.1 min −1/2 , P < 0.05), while the other three sequences had similar SNR efficiency (P > 0.05). The CoV for the 2D 
Discussion
This study, for the first time, compared the accuracy of different black-blood T 2 mapping sequences in the carotid vessel wall. All four sequences demonstrated accurate T 2 quantifications in the phantom scans; however, it is noted that there are significant differences in the in vivo results as well as differences in image quality. Though all the in vivo T 2 measurements are comparable with previous studies. 9, 11, 16 The choice of black-blood technique is an important factor for accurate T 2 measurement in vivo. As the irregular plaque surface and carotid bifurcation could form complex flow patterns, poor suppression of the blood flow could result in errors in vessel wall T 2 quantification, due to partial volume. In these cases, the 3D techniques showed better blood suppression compared to the 2D methods such as DIR. 24, 26 The changing preparation time used in the iMSDE could potentially result in a magnetization transfer (MT) effect. 29, 30 However, the iMSDE prepared 3D sequences demonstrated accurate T 2 measurements in the phantom, and comparable T 2 measurements in the volunteers with the 2D DIR MESE sequence, indicating that MT is not influencing the T 2 quantification.
The acquisition method is another consideration for vessel wall imaging. In the current study, both FSE and gradient echo (GRE)-based acquisitions were evaluated. The results showed that the 3D FSE sequence achieves a higher SNR, SNR efficiency and lower T 2 CoV compared to the 3D FSPGR sequence. This could be explained by the following reasons: Firstly, FSE-based readouts utilize refocusing pulses which are less sensitive to B 1 + field non-uniformity and resonant frequency errors than GRE-based readouts. Secondly, during the FSE readout, the movement of blood spins could induce intra-voxel dephasing which results in intrinsically black-blood effects, as previously reported in other studies. 31, 32 Consequently, the FSE-based sequences can use less or no black-blood preparation 33 compared to the strong blood suppression used in GRE readout, and are therefore less influenced by black-blood preparation as shown in our study.
Both 2D and 3D methods were included in this study. The use of 3D acquisitions has several advantages over 2D methods. Firstly, it allows greater longitudinal coverage. This could help with plaques located in the proximal common carotid artery or distal internal carotid artery 34 which might be missed by the more limited coverage using 2D acquisitions. Secondly, it could allow thinner slice thickness which results in less partial volume effects and potentially more accurate plaque morphological measurements. 35 Thirdly, 3D readouts can achieve more rectangular slice profiles compared to 2D sequences, which should result in more accurate T 2 measurement. Though setting the slice thickness of refocusing pulse larger than the excitation pulse can also minimize this effect. 15 Fourthly, the 3D sequences have higher SNR as our results showed. However, this also leads to one of the disadvantages of the 3D methods. Since the signals are from the entire imaging volume, any movement during the acquisition could influence the entire dataset, so the 3D methods are potentially more prone to motion artifact. However, the volunteer images in this study showed no obvious motion artifact.
For the 2D sequences, the MEFSE demonstrated significantly higher T 2 values than MESE in volunteers, as shown in Table 3 . Similar results were reported in previous studies. 20, 21 Imperfections in the 180º refocusing pulses cause stimulated echoes which lead to higher signal intensities in later echoes. 19, 36 This phenomenon is more obvious in 2D FSE sequences with longer echo train lengths. 21 The optimal sequence in this study, iMSDE 3D FSE, has the advantages for both non-selective blood suppression and 3D readout as discussed above. The volunteer scans in this study demonstrate sufficient blood suppression and high image quality. Any slight patient motion is effectively 16 and include the use of an immobilization device such as a vacuum-based pillow to reduce the potential for subject movement. 37 The T 2 calculation based on Miller's method 25 was used in this study. There are other curve fitting methods used in the literature, such as two-parameter fitting without noise correction 9, 12 or three-parameter fitting method. 38 Miller's power correction was applied in this study as the 3D sequences only acquired three echoes. This approach prevented the noise floor contributing to errors in T 2 calculations. 39 There are four main limitations in this study. Firstly, the three FSE-based sequences acquired multiple echoes in an interleaved manner, while the FSPGR sequence acquired the echoes sequentially, which was the same method used in a previous study. 11 Hence, image registration was needed for the 3D FSPGR sequence, which may potentially introduce further errors into the T 2 analysis. However, in this study, no obvious motion was observed in the volunteer data, but it may be difficult for patients to keep still giving such a long acquisition time. Thus, an interleaved acquisition may be preferable, further time reduction strategies such as parallel imaging 40 and compressed sensing, 16, 23, 41 should be investigated. Secondly, these methods were only evaluated in normal volunteers. However, the optimal sequence from this study is worth applying to the patient studies. Thirdly, the gold-standard sequence, 2D MESE without blood suppression, was only used in the phantom, not in the volunteer scan. The sequence is not particularly useful for imaging the carotid artery wall in vivo due to flow artifact from the pulsatile blood flow and relative long scan time. The phantom results showed excellent agreement between the gold standard and all other sequences; therefore, we did not consider it necessary to try and obtain in vivo results using this sequence. The results in this study showed vessel wall T 2 values measured by the sequences (except DIR 2D MEFSE) are in agreement with other studies. 11, 16 Fourthly, for both phantom and volunteer studies, the effect of T 1 was not considered. However, from the phantom scans, accurate T 2 measurement can be achieved with different test tube. Future validation should consider the influence of T 1 in the T 2 measurement for more precise quantification.
Conclusion
Four different black-blood T 2 mapping sequences were developed and validated through phantom experiments and in a cohort of healthy volunteers. Although the phantom scans showed accurate T 2 measurement, the in vivo measurements of the four sequences were significantly different.
Therefore, a careful choice of T 2 mapping sequence is warranted for carotid vessel wall imaging. From the settings in this study, the iMSDE prepared 3D FSE is preferred for the future volunteer/patient scans.
